Strategic Leadership Masterclass
Incorporating: Formulating & Implementing Strategy simulation

Abstract:
Strategic Leadership Masterclass

This exciting Masterclass incorporates a simulation which challenges participants in a comprehensive strategic review of a business and the business environment in which it trades, identification of Critical Success Factors, implementation of strategic choices and then seeing the financial and non-financial impact on the company’s performance through financial and non-financial performance measures.

Suitable for:
Middle and senior managers with an organisational leadership career path.

The Programme Design:
This is a hands-on senior management development programme designed to help change the focus from operational to strategic in preparation for a leadership role within the organisation.

The programme enables senior managers to experience how strategy is formulated and implemented in a complex global service business and to consider the ability of the Board and management to implement their chosen strategy.

Facilitated by our team of experienced strategic professionals, the learnings from the simulation Masterclass are then turned into a strategic plan for the client company. The programme is modular in structure and so can have a flexible timetable.

Designed to link with one of the leading strategy textbooks (Exploring Strategy, Fundamentals of Strategy) which is used primarily for MBA and Executive Education, this simulation-based Masterclass is designed to change the focus from operational to strategic.

Capabilities developed:
- Advanced knowledge of how and why strategy is formulated
- A renewed focus on options for organisational growth that deliver shareholder value
- Enhanced business and commercial awareness that enables more effective contribution to the implementation of strategy
- Intensive experience of working in teams with peers and making decisions by consensus.

Results:
- Operationally focussed managers turn into strategists with a focus on options for organisational growth that deliver shareholder value.

Contact us for a discussion:
Contact us for a discussion about your requirement.

This custom programme is constantly evolving to keep abreast of cutting edge management best-practice and the rapid pace of change. 30% of the programme changes with each new programme.

“The key result for me from participating in the programme is that I can identify options for organisational growth that deliver shareholder value. I feel ready to take on a strategic leadership role.”

Strategic Leadership Masterclass participant, TDG Group
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How to buy

How to buy access codes for our on-line simulations:
Build simulations into your courses and programmes by purchasing prepaid access codes for Learning Dynamics on-line simulations and resources for all student and employee participants.
The codes we send you provide access to the simulation(s) you have purchased for the duration of the programme. You pass on these access codes and logins to your students or employees.

They log in and our helpdesk provides support for the instructor / HR team, student and employee participants. It’s as simple as that.

Ask for a quotation:
To request a quotation, please call us on +44 (0)20 7520 9288 or please go to this link: www.learningdynamics365.com/how-to-buy

Other Products:

University / Educational –
Undergraduate & post Graduate simulations

Management & Operations:
- Business Management Experience
  Undergraduate level: Operations & Enterprise simulation
- Business Management Experience
  Masters level: Management & Strategy simulation

Strategy:
- The Strategy Experience – WRSX Global
  Strategic analysis & decision-making simulation in a global service business
- The Strategy Experience – Family Business
  Family Business Strategy: Strategic analysis & decision-making simulation

Enterprise & Employability:
- Universities Business Challenge
  UK’s leading simulation-based business competition for Employability & Enterprise skills development
- Exploring Enterprise Experience
  Business start-up decision-making simulation for enterprise students

Project Management:
- Project Management Experience
  Masters level: Planning & Managing projects simulation

Corporate Talent Development –
Graduate induction, on-boarding & strategic leadership simulations

Graduate Induction & Apprentice Programmes:
- Business Management & Commercial Awareness
  Team-based simulation for fast-track commercial awareness
- Project Management
  Fast-track experience simulation for planning & managing complex projects

On-Boarding Experienced Hires:
- Business Leadership Challenge:
  Simulation for fast-track understanding of your company’s value chain

Strategic Leadership:
- Corporate Strategic Leadership
  Masterclass: Formulating & Implementing Strategy simulation
- Family Business Strategy Simulation
  For professionals providing strategic advice to family business owners

View simulations on:
www.learningdynamics365.com
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